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Join this rhyming safari and meet everyone from the elphing elephant to the gangly giraffe, and

maybe even the terrible tiger! Rounded corners and sturdy board pages add to this great title!
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PreS. A collection of poems about animals and a story about a journey through the jungle to hunt for

them. The search begins as a small group of ants marches off from their hill early in the morning. A

verse then introduces each creature as encountered, until the end of the day when all of the animals

are ready to sleep. As an added bonus, each poem gives a little information about the animal

described. A nice rhythm is established and maintained. An occasional line is awkward, but overall

the book reads well. The illustrations are equally playful and eye-catching. Done in oils, each one is

bright, bold, and inviting, but totters on the brink of being cute. Large, double-page spreads make

the animals easily seen from a distance, but children who view the pictures up close will delight in

finding some of the ants on each page. An entertaining selection with lively illustrations and a format

suitable for storytimes.?Dawn Ibey, Vancouver Public Library, CanadaCopyright 1997 Reed

Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to the Paperback edition.



An entertaining selection with lively illustrations and a format suitable for storytimes. -- School

Library Journal, November 1997From its zebra-striped endpapers to its goofily grinning fauna, this

picture book is a storytime all by itself. -- Bulletin of the Center for Children&#x92;s Books,

September 1997 --This text refers to the Paperback edition.

Bought this after our daughter absolutely loved Giraffes Can't Dance, but this book isn't quite as

endearing. The illustrations are equally as interesting and bright, and it's bigger than a regular board

book, but some of the poems are awkward.

This is truly a great book for little ones, engaging rhyming scheme that catches little minds without

having to try too hard. Wonderful visuals that make it easy to look over repeatedly. I read it so many

times to my now 17-year old son, I can still repeat the opening sequence, word for word! "There's a

rumble in the jungle, there's a whisper in the trees...." I use it now just to embarrass him. Have

bought several copies as gifts for nieces and nephews - always a big hit!

My neighbor gave me 2 books by the same author and illustrator (hard cover), Commotion in the

Ocean and Baryard Hullbaloo. My girl absolutely LOVES these 2 books especially Commotion in

the Ocean. Seeing as she loves these two I wanted to get Rumble in the Jungle, she is only 10

months so I got her a durable board book instead of a hardcore book cause I didnt want the pages

to tear. I unwrapped it, showed her the book and she did a "OoOOOO!" face and crawled to me and

we sat down and read the book.Mesmerized. The pages are colorful, the rhymes are fun and tuney.

I ADORE these books. Ever time I turned the page she will open up her eyes to take in all the colors

and I would watch her eyes dart from side to side to see the pictures. Then would babble something

about the picture.. then would want to turn to the next page. I love love LOVE how each page I turn

the colors are a little bit different, the scenery is different so there is a nice contrast been the page

you are on and to the next. There is also a 'dark' page towards the end of the book where it is night

time, she loves this page too (also in the other two books) I truely recommendd this book its

amazing. It IS a little short but for a toddler whos attention span is limited its fabulous!

My son enjoyed Giles Andreae's books when he was little so we purchased for my 4 yo niece for

Christmas - she loves them. Would purchase again.

I got this for my one year old granddaughter. She loves this book. The illustrations are great! I



bought the board book for durability. Her four year old sister likes it too.

I love this book!! I have read it to classes two years in a row and they just can't get enough of it. The

drawings and the story really engage the students. It's also very easy to tie it in with other

information from the curriculum.

This is a very popular book with my grandsons. . Mom and dad enjoyed reading it as well. Next visit

it will be my turn. The serice was very speedy. I will be back. Thank you.

This is a great book! Great colors and pictures, fun rhymes.Read this to your child. Give each

animal his own voice. If you can't, call me on speakerphone and I'll read it to them.Every child

should own this book.
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